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Editorial
Firstly, my hope you are all safe and sane, but the combination of a wonderful
spring and our East Devon home make these strange times more tolerable.
How fortunate we are! But let’s not lose sight of those among us who have no
work and an uncertain future for employment, only time will resolve this
muddle, I wish you well!
What of the last two months? Well like many my garden is tidier, with a new
fence, to the disgust of the dog! The house has had a much-needed coat of
paint and I have enjoyed learning some new walks, Egland Hill is a firm
favourite challenge ...if the bug gets me at least I should be fitter! Historically
our community has always been sociable and supportive and this continues,
even more so now, it’s often not easy to make progress through the village for
the choice of conversations on offer! Favourite off the wall idea!
Horse poo has been suggested as an ally in keeping safe...my lips are sealed
as to the source of this breakthrough!
The idea is to rub your hands with it well before leaving home, social distancing
is almost automatic of course as is the reticence to touch your face! A good
wash on getting home follows easily too...sorted!
I live in hope of seeing a dish of “golden nuggets” on the desk of the Oval
Office, alongside the syringe of bleach. Makes you confident that here is the
most influential human in the free world!
I feel for our politicians; did I just say that? Struggling to control a new threat
having chosen scientific advice as their mentor, sometimes in opposition to the
reaction of other nations, and maybe we did not get it right. The media of
course has had a field day ,with one presenter demanding of a harassed stool
pigeon “I want you to admit you made a mistake!” As though this would be a
trophy for the interviewer, not too helpful in my view , only history will tell the
whole story.
I wonder when and what the new normal be be like, but one idea that came
from a Zoom meeting with friends was the loss of importance of some of the
routine that controlled our lives pre pandemic. Fair comment, some of our use
of time may have been unnecessary but a slight concern is for the social
contribution that is made to maintain our community fabric, its loss would I feel,
impoverish our lives.
So here is my wish that we all stay safe and as is traditional, avoid the
inevitable surge of grockles desperate to escape lockdown to our favoured part
of the country, sadly they may increase the stress on our resources, though I
for one wish them no harm. But in moderate numbers please!
DJ

DJ

Useful Telephone Nos
HONITON
CORONAVIRUS
INFORMATION LINE :
01404 384050
Mon – Fri 10.00 – 16.00
TRIP : 01404 46529
For meal deliveries for
the vulnerable
DEVON
FREEWHEELERS:
0300 800 0109
For prescription
deliveries
KINGS CENTRE
FOODBANK :
01404 43800
Volunteers are also
needed for a wide
variety of support. If you
can help, please contact
the Advice Line :01404354080

CHURCH NEWS
Easter Day 2020!
St Nicholas’ Church Come Raleigh locked and barred at Easter is
something we would never ever have thought to see. But then the events
of this year have been unprecedented, and we have all had to adapt to
changes we could not possibly have imagined only a few short months
ago.
Instead of gathering to sing our Easter hymns as a village congregation
many of us joined a ‘zoomed’ service via the internet and worshipped
‘online’. A new experience for all! Revd Sue is leading two services each
Sunday – at 10.00am and again at 6.30pm. If you have the necessary
technology (computer or i-pad) and would like to join in then please get
in touch with Sue (tel: 0140447156 sue41260@gmail.com
Easter Day had been earmarked for a special blessing of our new church
water supply but …. never assume anything will go to plan! ……work on
site stopped on March 20th and we patiently await its resumption.

At least we have a brand new church path, and what an improvement it
is on the old one. We’ve no record of how long the old path served the
village or how many feet tramped up and down it Sunday after Sunday
but it had certainly passed its sell-by date.Hopefully the new path will last
for decades to come.
For a third time in five years we are enormously indebted to Viridor
Credits and their grant of £15,000 which has largely financed these
improvements.
Whilst some events have inevitably had to be cancelled one of our most
popular fund-raisers, the annual Plant Sale, went ahead in an amended
form. Its success is reported elsewhere but we are hugely grateful to
Mark and Val Moran for hosting it, and in these difficult times are glad to
share the profits with the Honiton Food Bank.
If there is any way in which we can help you, please do not hesitate to
ask. We are here to help each other, particularly at times like this.
Rosemary and Ruth

Who would have thought only a month or so ago that we would be in the position
we find ourselves in today? ‘Unprecedented in our lifetime’ sounds a bit of an
understatement when we look at photographs of deserted mainline railway stations,
empty high streets and bare supermarket shelves. Life seems to be ‘on hold’.
The recommendation to stay isolated will apply to many readers of The Rag and, in

Pandora’s Legacy

Rosemary Mapleston

If Greek mythology is to be believed, then it is Pandora whom we have to thank for the current coronavirus
pandemic. If only she had obeyed Zeus and left the box unopened then pestilence, sickness and disease
would not have been released into the world.
But this is by no means the first pandemic that mankind has been subjected to, nor even the deadliest.
That dubious honour surely belongs to the Black Death which rampaged through Europe in the C14th. Not
even Combe Raleigh escaped unscathed.
On a summer’s day in June 1348, in Melcombe Regis, now part of Weymouth, two ships tied up in the
harbour and the crew unloaded their cargo. Unbeknown to anyone present one of the sailors was carrying
a deadly infection, probably contracted in France, which he innocently passed on to dozens of the
townsfolk. Within weeks its spread had radiated out to Bristol, Gloucester, London and beyond. It came to
be known as the Black Death.
There were no census records or death certificates in those days so the deaths of ordinary people went
unrecorded. Church records, however, make grim reading. As the infection spread, hundreds, thousands
then tens of thousands fell ill and died. In Colyton four vicars died within seven months. Twenty-one monks
and three lay brothers were buried at Newenham Abbey, a huge monastery at Axminster, leaving only the
abbot and two brothers alive. Many of the canons at the collegiate church of Ottery St Mary also fell victim.
Exeter suffered badly. According to writings at the time, the Black Death ‘arrested the building of the
cathedral nave … paralysed our woollen trade and all commercial enterprise and suspended agricultural
pursuits.’
Combe Raleigh did not escape either. Records show that two rectors of the parish died of the Black Death
around 1350. Their names are not recorded.
It is estimated that the pandemic killed around 25 million people in Europe, around a third of the continent's
population. It eventually faded away in the late 1350s.
As we wait expectantly for scientists to develop a vaccine for today’s pandemic don’t forget the end of
Pandora’s story. Having slammed the box shut after all the evils had escaped she heard a soft fluttering
within. When she plucked up courage to open the box again the spirit of Hope flew out.

St.Cyres and Lockdown
Val and John Brabrook

During the COVID-19 lockdown John and I,
along with most other villagers, have been
exercising locally and quite often this was a
walk up to our unspoilt and beautiful St.
Cyres’ Woods. Just now, as I am typing this
in early May, the woods are a stunning carpet
of of sweet perfumed bluebells. A sight to
see. I, particularly, have found walking in our
beautiful East Devon countryside and
especially the areas near to Combe Raleigh,
have made being socially distanced and in
lockdown quite easy to bear. In fact, I have
walked most days in these past weeks and
found this has kept my spirits up and helped
me to keep fit. John accompanies me most
times, but it is also good to walk mindfully on
one’s own listening to the birds singing and
notice all of nature. Once a fox, quite
oblivious of me, wandered out of some trees
some fifteen feet in front and continued on his
way. A very special moment.
On our many walks through the woods I
began to wonder who St. Cyre was and
whether there was a story attached to him. I
researched this and quote below my findings:
St Cyre and St. Cyriac are one and the same
saint. Juliette was St. Cyre’s mother and it
appears that, over the years, Cyriac has been
shortened to Cyre.
Cyre (or Cyriac) was the three-year-old son of
a Christian woman, Julietta, who was
crucified in about the year 303 AD during the
persecutions of the Emporer Diocletian.

She refused to answer questions or deny her faith at her
trial before the Governor of Silicia. The child appeared
with his mother on this occasion and is said to have
affirmed his belief in the Christian faith, at the same time
boxing the ears of the Governor who had taken him on his
knee.
The enraged official threw the child Cyre (Cyriac) to the
ground. With such force that he struck his head and was
killed instantly.
I thought this a very sad story, but, none the less, an
interesting one. I have checked the internet but been
unable to find out why the name St Cyre was chosen for
this area, how long it has been so named and by whom.

Portrait of a Family – The Guinness Family in Lockdown
Emma Guinness
Dr Emma Guinness
50years old
The Barton, Combe Raleigh (a large farmhouse with a large garden and fields)
Mother of 2 children aged 17yrs and 15years
Part time GP in Axminster, East Devon

Written 17th May 2020
The effect of the COVID Lockdown
At work
Work as a GP in rural Axminster, East Devon has changed beyond recognition.
To date the timing of Lockdown in Devon meant the predicted numbers of COVID positive infections,
hospital admissions and ventilator requirements at the Royal Devon and Exeter Hospital has fortunately not
been reached.
In Axminster with a patient list size of 11,000 we have only had about 20 confirmed positive cases.We are
however prepared for a second peak predicted in November as restrictions on movement are lifted.
At the beginning of March we responded very quickly to the potential COVID-19 crisis. We received daily
updates from NHS Devon CCG and closely communicated with our Primary Care Network colleagues in
Seaton. Patients were reluctant to come to the surgery or call us for home visits so face to face contact
reduced considerably giving us time to plan and prepare.
Within 2 weeks of the emerging crisis we had set up e-consultation requesting patients contact us on line.
Those who have no internet access are still able to contact us by telephone. Patients are triaged and face
to face consultations booked if needed. AccuRx enabled smart phone messages and video consultations.
Microsoft teams has enabled online meetings. The surgery is divided into a ‘Hot’ potential Covid area and
’Cold’ safe areas.Barriers have been erected and lines drawn so queues for the dispensary or reception are
safe. Staff and doctors were provided with PPE. Inadequate quantities had the numbers escalated but so
far we have enough. Axminster Power tools donated goggles and visors.
The Town Council set up ACER – Axminster Community Emergency Response to support the vulnerable in
Axminster and the surrounding villages.
The villages organised one person to collect all the regular medication for their village from our dispensary
on one specified day a week.
Routine procedures and services offered by the surgery have been postponed if it was not felt they were
urgent.
Letters were sent to the vulnerable advising them to shield.
Admin, reception, dispensing, nursing and HCA staff all work in 2 separate teams on different days.
Doctors have been working one day a week from a laptop at home ensuring the system works in case of
the future need to work from home due to illness or self isolation.

Hospital appointments have been postponed or done by phone. Referrals to secondary care put on hold
unless urgent. Axminster x -ray is temporarily closed.
As Safe Guarding Lead I have had virtual meetings with social workers, the school nurse and health visitor.
We are all very aware of the increased risk for our vulnerable families and the increased risk of domestic
violence. Many vulnerable children who are allowed to attend school have not wanted to attend.
We have been very lucky in that only one of the 6 care homes on our patch developed COVID.
It has been very difficult for the families of residents, staff and carers. The initial lack of testing caused
much frustration, fear and uncertainty. In a Care home on a neighbouring patch a few carers tested positive
with no symptoms at all.
Due to a lack of testing and the very varied presenting symptoms, there is still much uncertainty as to the
true numbers of positive COVID as well as uncertainty regarding ‘the new normal’ once restrictions are
lifted. Change is always difficult and it has been very hurried with no adjustment time. The COVID
pandemic has resulted in both positives and negatives for General Practice.
As the quote says ‘Never waste a crisis’ and we certainly hope to keep the momentum the crisis has
caused to continue to make positive changes in the efficiency of our General Practice service for the benefit
of our patients.
It will not be the same after lockdown with far more telephone and e-consultations replacing unnecessary
face to face contact.
I’m worried about the lack of presentation to health services over the last few weeks for non-COVID related
illness and the build up of waiting lists.
I worry about the job and economic uncertainty on peoples mental health.
I fear problems are being stored up for the future and the coming few months or more probably years will
be a busy time catching up in the NHS. This will be on top of a potential second wave of COVID and the
usual winter viruses and pressures.
Due to the frightening economic situation as a result of COVID there will be far less money to spend on the
NHS. I’m worried services will be extremely pressured.
In Devon I fear lockdown may well be the calm before the storm for the NHS.

At Home
Positives:
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I loved lockdown!
More family and home time. A far slower pace of life.
My life in fact has changed very little.
I still worked as a GP 2 or 3 days a week so could leave the house. On my days off I still rode. I did
a supermarket shop on alternate weeks topping up using a small co-op near work and Millers farm
shop as usual.
We are lucky that the amount of space we have in the house and the garden has meant we were
not on top of each other.
No school run or ferrying children to extracurricular activities – less time spent in the polluting car.
Children had time to play with Mimi’s kittens and Tarka’s puppies (nicknamed COVID and Corona!)
Richard, Kitty and Archie each cooked supper once a week.
Time to forage for wild garlic (pesto) and elderflower(cordial).
Lots of baking (shared village Sourdough starter, Archies weekly school Bake off, Pa’s ginger
biscuits baked by Kitty)
Time for tidying up outside and gardening (planted lots of daisies from Terry Trims nursery in the
village and Val and Marks plant sale).
Richard got the veg patch going again and erected the fruit cage.
Jobs were achieved. Archie was ‘Daddy’s little helper’, Richard ‘The Great Distractor’
Beautiful weather meant lots of family outdoor activities (riding with Kitty, cycling as a family – often
over-running our allotted 1 hour exercise time!)
The village WhatsApp group bonded and supported the village. The GIFs amused.
WhatsApp groups and Zoom chats kept me in touch with friends.
Archies confidence grew with his weekly Thursday Trumpet performances from the Church grave
yard just before ‘Clap for Carers’. The sound echoed up and down the valley.
He played the Last Post, Reveille and ‘We’ll meet again’ to celebrate VE Day.
The children were motivated and both fully engaged with home learning.
We chose to send the children to private schools. It is money well spent at this time.
Even in rural Devon our internet speed was fine.
We maintained routine but it is far more leisurely with no time pressure.
Despite working for The NHS both Richard and I had more time to spend at home.

Negatives:

•
•

Unable to pop over to see my parents and sisters family in West Dorset.
I had invited 60 girlfriends to celebrate my 50th Birthday on the 20th March. It had to be cancelled.

•

I missed supporting the children at matches, riding competitions, Ten Tors, concerts.

•
•
•
•
•

I missed friends – coffees, book group, the school gate chatter.
I missed the sea.
We missed a family holiday at Easter kite-surfing in Egypt. School trips were cancelled.
I worried for my children’s lack of social contact with friends as we live so far from their schools and
friends.
Many of my friends run small local businesses. The strain on them has been huge.

•

We have lost the income from Lambs Lawn (our attached sleeps 10 holiday cottage)

•

Since lockdown and the reduction in routine NHS work there is less private radiology reporting
which Richard does at home in the evenings and weekends resulting in a reduction in income.

Emma Guinness

COVID: A view from the Royal Devon & Exeter Hospital – Richard Guinness
I think my experience of the COVID lockdown is different from most. I have been fortunate to have been
insulated from the isolation that most have had to put up with as I have continued to go to work.
Life at the hospital has changed but we have not had the surge in cases that hospitals in London and
Birmingham had to deal with. The hospital prepared for a huge influx of cases, most routine, non-urgent
surgery has stopped and many of the normal outpatient appointments have been postponed. However the
expected spike in COVID cases never materialised and the hospital has never been so quiet (Devon has
had fewer cases than almost anywhere in the UK).
There is a huge tranche of patients whose treatment has been put on hold and we will have a mountain to
climb when life returns to normal and we have to catch up.
In some ways we have been fortunate to have avoided the initial wave of infection but Devon does not now
have the protective immunity that many Londoners have developed leaving us vulnerable to further
outbreaks of infection as lockdown is gradually relaxed.
I often speculate about how this will all end. I cannot foresee us actually eradicating the disease, it has
become far too widespread and will continue to pop up in little outbreaks over the next few years. The end
of the pandemic will come when enough of us are immune that the bug struggles to pass from person-toperson. The question is whether we achieve that immunity with a vaccine or whether we achieve herd
immunity before the vaccine arrives.
There is encouraging news coming out of research centres and I hope that some of the rules and red-tape
around new treatments is bypassed to speed up the vaccine testing.
I would be surprised if the vaccine arrives before I have picked up the bug but that is not something that
frightens me, we are learning more about this disease and about treating and managing COVID patients all
the time and it is important to remember that for the vast majority of us it is not a life-threatening disease.

We have all been in this together and there has been a wartime ‘Blitz-spirit’ that has unified the country but
I fear that the more vulnerable members of our community will need to continue to isolate whilst we wait for
a vaccine and whilst the more resilient try and get our country back on its feet.
Dr Richard Guinness
Consultant Radiologist
The Barton
Combe Raleigh
Aged 49

How has lockdown been for me?
I’m Kitty Guinness I am 17 years old and in year 12 my first year of A level. I live in The Barton Combe
Raleigh.
Looking back when covid-19 first emerged I was still at school. It was a weird environment for the last two
weeks together in the school buildings. Even driving to school was different I had passed my test 11 days
before lockdown. But driving along the A30 I saw very few cars. When they cancelled A levels and GCSE it
was kind of obvious that we would be sent home from school. Coming in the day after the year’s 11 and 13
there was a mixture of relief and worry.
For A levels I am doing biology, chemistry and physics. In my classes there is about 15 of us. But as the
covid-19 escalated numbers started to drop as everyone was going into self-isolation until for the last week
there was about 8 of us. Then Boris’ announcement came that he was shutting schools. For the last day,
there was a lot of tears because It was the last day ever for the year above. We had 6th form entertainment
in the performing arts centre. We sang songs, danced and cried together. This was their goodbye for now
as there was no prom or final dinner.
In the Easter holidays I went up to Hill House nursing home for a few hours each weekday. The activities
coordinators were both self-isolating so I went up to entertain the residents. I often helped the residents
speak to family through face time. I had to explain that this was a live conversation as many residents just
watched thinking it was a video. I had lovely conversations with the residents. We went to the summer
house to have squash and Easter cookies on Good Friday. We had the radio on with the residents listening
to classical music and humming along.
Going up to the nursing home was the highlight of my day. the Easter holidays was the initial 3 weeks of
lockdown. We managed to make a pizza oven to entertain Archie and Daddy. We also cleaned out the bike
shed, Daddy’s workshop and the tack room. It has taking us 12 years to get around to cleaning Daddy’s
workshop as it was a mess. We have also made a vegetable patch. The last time we made a vegetable
patch we killed the potatoes so I don’t know how successful it will be but it was good fun making it. Tarka,
my dog had puppies. She is a working cocker and she had two adorable puppies. Much time was spent
running around the garden being chased by an over excited puppy. But I found as I neared the end of the
Easter holidays more days past where I felt I hadn’t achieved much.
I really enjoyed going to the nursing home. But then the Easter holidays ended and I had to go back to
‘virtual school’. I was actually grateful to go back as this gave me structure to my day. I got to The Maynard
School in Exeter a private all girl school. The school chose to use Microsoft Teams. Our teacher’s share
their PowerPoint and speak over the top with all my lessons being live. For safeguarding reasons, we are
not allowed to show our faces. This at the beginning proved problematic as the teachers didn’t know what
speed to go at because they could not see if we had finished writing. This was quickly overcome by us
saying if they where going to fast. The lessons are live so I can ask questions straight away by turning on
my microphone or typing into the chat. I am very grateful to my teachers because they have made the
transition from school to virtual school as smooth as possible. I know they work very hard behind the
scenes to make the learning as easy as possible.

I am not looking for sympathy or for people to feel sorry for me but I just have a few things to say. I am in
year 12. The year above me do not have to do a level’s and the year below me don’t have to do their
GCSE. I am the year in between that has done her GCSE and has to spend an entire term so far in ‘virtual
school’. This is a huge chunk of a levels being taught in a completely new way. I cannot look around any
universities to see where I would like to go in the future. My predicted grade exams have also been moved.
I am meant to have them after May half term but the teachers do not want to send them home so they have
been postponed to September. I am wanting to do medicine as a career. To do so you have to do an
aptitude test called the UCAT. Registration was meant to open at the start of May. As I write this we are
halfway through May and registration still hasn’t opened so I have no confirmed date of when I will sit the
exam. This has created a lot of unwanted stress and like many uncertainties. I keep saying to myself that
everyone else in the country is in the same boat as me.
Another thing that concerns me is going back to school in September. We have all been apart in our
houses which means we have not been exposed to any illnesses at all. My worry is that we go back in
September and become ill with the common cold and flu as well as the risk of COVID-19. This will mean I
and many will miss even more school.
As I look back at my time in lockdown so far, I realize how lucky I am. I live in a big farmhouse surrounded
by garden and fields. I can go outside to go for a bike ride, run or walk. I feel truly sorry for those who live in
flats or in big cities. It made me fully understand what Anne Frank went through. But she couldn’t leave the
house at all. I probably sound spoilt and ungrateful as I write this but I still am struggling with lockdown. I
promise never again to complain about going to school again. I now realize how much I took for granted. I
didn’t comprehend until now how much people of my age relied on their friends. As a year group we have a
weekly zoom meeting where we do a quiz together. This is the closest I feel to being back at school. We
are all laughing, having fun and joking around. I have and will continue to talk to my close friends pretty
much every day through snapchat and then about once a week we will facetime each other.
I will admit that I have been the cause of a few arguments within my family. I have found that I get a really
good night’s sleep yet still feel very tired. This has put me a in a tired and bad mood. Yet again I probably
sound selfish. But I will fall out with my family and will be in tears. It is a lot harder to talk to your friends
about it over face time. I feel almost lonely at times when I fall out with my family and don’t have any other
physical person to talk too. But we quickly make up. Then afterwards I feel guilty for feeling that way. I think
of those who are exposed to domestic violence, those who live with mental health issues and those who
live in poverty. I realize that actually it has been a lot worse for many other people. I then wonder what
society will be like after we come out of this battle against this virus. The number of suicides will probably
go up, psychiatrists and councilors will have many clients and doctors will have to make up for the
appointments that were cancelled or postponed. Then I think of those who are suffering with the virus or
those who have lost family or friends to COVID-19. I have now grasped how lucky I am to live where I do.
Although, there is a small silver lining to this lockdown period. The climate has improved greatly clearly
showing that we still have a chance to save our planet. During lockdown the number of cars being driven,
flights and trains have reduced resulting in much less carbon dioxide emissions. There has visibly been a
change in air and sound pollution. I recommend watching The Great Realization. It is a YouTube video of
about 5 minutes. It shows what society was like and what we could make it in the future. I hope when we
come out of this lockdown period that we emerge into a new society who has learnt a big lesson. I hope
that many like me have learnt not to take so much for granted and be thankful for what we have.
I have also noticed the amount of community spirit that has grown in this time. For the clap for Carers on
Thursday’s my brother plays his trumpet. It echoes up and down the valley. With people clapping and
hitting pots and pans has meant we have all come together to be grateful as a community. To get ourselves
through this I think team work is a huge factor. I am member of many teams and have realized it is one of
my most valued and treasured skills that I have learnt in this time.

Kitty

How has lockdown been for me?
Archie Guinness - 15 years old.
The Barton, Combe Raleigh
Should be at school

Positives:
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Get to miss school.
Lots of home time.
Cleaned out the old workshop.
Built a pizza oven.
Did loads of welding using a MIG welder.
Ate wild garlic pesto pasta everyday for lunch.
Cycled around East Devon for fun using Strava.
On Thursday evenings for Clap for Carers I played my Trumpet from the Church Graveyard.
On VE Day I played The Last Post, Reveille and We’ll meet again’.
We renovated Victorian Estate fencing to go round our pond.
Good internet speed meant home learning worked well and I could get it done quickly.

Missing:
•
•
•

Can’t play with my friends.
Missing playing sport.
Missing lying in the sun and playing cricket.

•
•
•

Can’t go to the beach.
Can’t go kite surfing.
No Ten Tors or riding for Devon at the Nationals at Hickstead.

Important - Combe Raleigh Village Communications
If you are not at present notified by email of Parish Meetings, road closures, and other
relevant bits of information, both urgent and perhaps less so, and would like to be kept in the
loop, please let John Brabrook know your e-mail details – john@bcogroup.co.uk . John is temporarily
organising the agenda and dates for the Parish Meetings – if you would like to take over this important role,
please speak to Johnon 47428. It’s a marvellous opportunity to get to know the other occupants of the
village better.
And whilst we are on the subject of communications, could I ask you please to check your details on the
Village Telephone Directory, and if you would like to make any alterations, additions (perhaps your mobile
number?) or deletions please let Mark or Val Moran know – markmoran@btinternet.com, or by phone
41107. Whilst we have tried to keep the list as up to date as possible, we are aware that since the last
major revision several houses in the village have changed hands, and we do not have all that information.
So please do get in touch and help us keep the list accurate. If you can’t lay hands on your Directory, let us
know and we will let you have a new one.

Parish Meetings - clarification on powers
Although there would be no reason why a group of residents should not set up their own electronic discussion
group, for example using Zoom, this could not be under the auspices of the Parish Meeting. The
Government issued a statutory instrument in April [The Local Authorities and Police and Crime Panels
(Coronavirus) (Flexibility of Local Authority and Police and Crime Panel Meetings) (England and Wales)
Regulations 2020] which authorised local authorities to hold meetings electronically, this Regulation, amongst
other bodies, specifically included county councils, district councils and parish councils it did not, however,
extend this flexibility to parish meetings.
John Brabrook

Planning Applications: Planning Applications will be posted on the Combe Raleigh website:
www.comberaleigh.org.uk
Please see below a planning application received regarding the change of use of a barn at St Isidore Farm to
a shop. As the Parish Meeting is unable to hold meetings at this time, should you have any observations on
this application would you please forward them direct to East Devon District Council Planning Department. To
view the application go to:
https://planning.eastdevon.gov.uk/onlineapplications/applicationDetails.do?activeTab=summary&keyVal=Q7SMLKGH09100

Apologies to WORDSWORTH
I wandered lonely as a cloud,
Two metres from the madding crowd.
When all at once my name was called
To enter Waitrose’s hallowed hall.
This was the pensioners’ special hour,
I’d gone to get a bag of flour.
But I forgot, when through the door,
What I had gone to Waitrose for.
The Waitrose staff are extra kind,
I told them it had slipped my mind.
They asked what else I had forgot,
They clearly thought I’d lost the plot.
I phoned my wife again to ask,
She reminded me of this special task:
“I need some flour to bake a cake
With all that cream you made me take.”
“Ah yes, I recall.” I had to lie,
I dared not ask what flower to buy.
But then I saw them next the tills A bunch of golden daffodils!
Written by a U3A member from Southport
Sent in by Lisa Clarke

CHRISTIAN AID
Thank you very much indeed
for all your donations. I know
that Combe Raleigh has been
as generous as usual. I cannot
tell you the exact amount as I
know several people sent their
donations directly to Christian
Aid.
Best wishes to all.
Caroline Padget

Reflections by the Reverend

Like most people, when lockdown started, I'd made
very few plans for how my work would continue. We
had divided some of the congregations into 'contact
groups' of about 4 people, each person in the group
having the other people's telephone numbers and
emails, and undertaking to keep an eye on each
other - but that was about as far as it went!
With Holy Week and Easter almost upon us, I
quickly learnt how to put together and film on my
smartphone short reflections and acts of
worship. My prayer room became a 'filming studio'
and apart from the little staged area where I sat, the
rest looked of the room looked like a bomb-site, as
props gathered. I also realised I had to bite the
bullet and go on Facebook properly - there was a
learning curve! I've gone through the excitement
and addiction phases, and am (hopefully) now
moving into the' boring but necessary' phase!
Although Sundays don't involve running from church
to church any more, they do involve two services
both of which require slightly different settings - so
it's the study's turn on Sunday to get turned into the
film studio - and the day includes quite a lot of rather
hefty furniture moving! Normally on a Sunday, we
would just pick up our service books in church - that
doesn't work anymore, and each week I put together
and type up a service from scratch .... including,
after 8 weeks, PowerPoint
slides! Wow! How advanced can you get?
.
Meetings - oh yes, they continue. The Church of
England would be lost without them. Zoom is the
software of the moment. I can recognise most of my
friends' bookcases now - and should the people
themselves become unrecognisable as their locks get
shaggier, I will at least know from the arrangement of
the books behind them who I'm talking to!

Schools ... I don't visit 3 schools each week any
longer –very sadly, but I do put together and film an
act of Collective Worship each week.
Meetings - oh yes, they continue. The Church of
England would be lost without them. Zoom is the
software of the moment. I can recognise most of
my friends' bookcases now - and should the people
themselves become unrecognisable as their locks
get shaggier, I will at least know from the
arrangement of the books behind them who I'm
talking to! And with meetings - courses. yes, even
they keep going. Last week I did four mornings of
IT courses - and I discovered what 'Zoom fatigue' is
like! Where's the wine bottle?
Those are just some of the 'highlights'. Others,
deeply valued, have been - being able to hear the
birds singing, walking my dog not clock-watching,
but nature-watching, sowing seeds rather than
buying plants, time to cultivate a prayerful state
rather than gabble 'set' prayers before the next
appointment, responding to genuine needs rather
than all that 'stuff' we generate - feeling like a priest
rather than a 'fixer' of anything and everything!'

Rev Sue Roberts

Michelle Kennedy (in the hat)
Mount Pleasant
Aged: 62

Today (May 22nd) I should have been at the Chelsea
Flower with my gardening chums. I have only missed
one show in the last 12 years and although the TV
coverage this year is doing its best, there is no
comparison to being there. I love the buzz, meeting
old friends, bumping into ex colleagues and family and getting load of new ideas and of course
Freebies!. I started going regularly after signing on for a 4 year Garden and Planting design course at
Capel Manor (in Regents Park and Enfield) . My fellow students and I were a motley crew brought
together by a love of gardening and a wish to escape at least occasionally from our stressful London
day jobs. Some of us became Garden Designers, working with friends and fitting in commissions
between our main occupations, until the day we made it “big’. Of course, none of us did, but we still
carried on.
Our trips to Chelsea of course allowed us to show off our wonderful knowledge of Latin plant names ,
but it also became a lovely time to meet up, reminisce, get sloshed on Pimms and order lots of things
we never knew we needed.
This year we are all in lockdown and although I am lucky to have a wonderful garden which is a constant
source of joy and hard work, I miss my annual trip to Chelsea and all the other events I would have gone
to with friends. I will miss my annual ‘Grand Tour’ with chums this summer when we had planned to go
to Kent to visit Sissinghurst and Great Dixter gardens amongst others. And of course, I will miss the
Combe Raleigh Summer Show!
I have enjoyed the glorous spring weather and have built raised beds for veg, planted seeds, taken
cuttings, and even washed my greenhouse glass!
I talk to the plants that friends and family have given me over the years as if they themselves were
here; I have ‘Celia’s patch’ of cyclamen, species snowdrops and daphne, Alexandra’s vinca “
Dartington Star’, Karen’s ruby red cosmos , and a huge stand of Red Hot Pokers thanks to Val and Mark
Moran.
As a village we have many knowledgeable and generous gardeners as Combe Raleigh’s Pop Up Plant
sale showed. It was a great example of how the village comes together over gardening and I’m sure we
will have to have some sort of veg / flower sale later in the year - as we can’t all eat what we’ve grown
surely?!

Of course, I miss my family and friends and worry about medication supplies, health issues, the
economy and the long-term effect on the most deprived members of society, particularly those with
children. But I don’t let these worries dominate my thoughts too much. I even miss the Village Hall
meetings and events and especially big hugs from Brian!
I have had to learn how to adjust to a different way of being over the last 3 years after radical cancer
surgery; not being able to eat or drink orally and being dependent on a range of medication etc. to keep
me going. So I had my own ‘ lockdown’ early, feeling excluded from lots of the things I loved ; foreign
travel, going to pubs, coffee shops and restaurants, family meals and cooking. We are lucky at home in
having a wonderful garden, a large collection of books and music, and I have my art room. And of
course we have the internet. All of which are great comforts for the mind and spirit. But what I realised
after a while is that the most important thing to me is social contact, and so I have gradually returned to
doing all the things I love, albeit differently.
So I know that things will eventually return to some sort of normality for all of us after Coronavirus and
look forward to those happy days.
Michelle Kennedy

Caroline Padget’s Lockdown experience
Two words describe how I have been feeling.
Stunned and Guilty.
Stunned.....
With a few hours notice, we rushed back from Portugal on March 18th, hours before they
went into emergency total lockdown. Here it was more gradual, there it happened over night.
The virus statistics now speak for themselves. Everything is now back to normal within
Portugal, although their borders are still shut.
Guilty......
The sun is shining and we have a beautiful garden. Our family are healthy, though trying to
keep their businesses afloat while home schooling children and running their homes is not
easy.
So, I feel guilty because I should be content and grateful..........
Caroline

A Corona Virus Awakening
Middle aged is a few years older than me; it always has been and always will be. The lock-down
advice then comes a bit hard. The vulnerable, those with underlying health problems, the old and
the over 70’s should self-isolate. Well ok, that doesn’t concern me as it says nothing about the over
80’s. Then, to shatter all my illusions, I am inundated with offers to do my shopping and to run
errands for me. One kind lady says she will not be angry if I decline, ’I shall be VERY angry’. Oh
dear, it seems as if I might have to admit that I am starting, only starting mind you, to become old.
This is a hard fact to accept. What is easier to accept is that there are a lot of very kind people
around and Combe Raleigh is not short of them. A big THANK YOU to everyone who has expressed
concern and made offers of help.
Trevor Hitchcock

Thoughts on lockdown: The view from The Knoll
✓ Online supermarket shopping - can you ever get a delivery slot?!
✓ Shopping by phone & email to support local businesses
✓ 3 shops delivering : Devon Fishmonger, C H Baker & Complete Meats
& also having a daily paper delivered by The Paper Shop
✓ Village What’sapp group to keep in touch
✓ Plant sales table - increased the cohesion of the village
✓ The resilience of the community was illustrated by the Pop Up plant sale & the what’s app group is a
very good medium for the exchange of information relating to both that & other situations that arose.
✓ With everyone’s enthusiasm for planting vegetables, perhaps we will need a facility for exchange of
excess veggies, which I am sure there will be. Maybe on WhatsApp? We certainly can’t eat 5 rows
of potatoes!
✓ Recipe & plant exchanges
✓ Thursday night clap for Carers has been well supported, with the haunting melodies of Archie’s
trumpet echoing out across the valley
✓ Virtual VE Day celebrations
✓ The discovery of Zoom for family chats, quizzes & twice weekly pilates classes

•

Not being able to meet family or look after grandchildren, but reading bed time stories via face time
to the grandchildren

•

Increased contact with friends via phone, face time & WhatsApp

•

No parish meetings - a bonus!! Is the future of these meetings via Zoom??!! (except when there is
alcohol served!)

•

Corona - is this the new drink for lockdown

Mary Joules

We all know how this feels
(thanks to Chris Padget)

?

St Nicholas Combe Raleigh Plant Sale(s) 2020
The 2020 St Nicholas Plant Sale was in
the pipeline – date settled, marquee
booked, and erection team alerted,
gardeners propagating like mad, cake
bakers on standby. And then - lockdown.
To be fair, I don’t suppose Mr Johnson
knew about the plant sale, but even so…..
So what to do? Well, Combe Raleigh
didn’t get where it is today by just giving in
to minor irritations. And there was a
memory of the year when we sold the leftovers from the drive at Thatchers, to attendees at a bellringing
event. So, we thought “Let’s put a table in the drive for a weekend with a few plants, and see what
happens”. And what happened is that we made quite a bit of money and seemed to bring a smile to
locked-down people’s faces. So we thought “That was quite good – let’s try again”. So we did, and we
made quite a bit more money, and people smiled again as they bought, or even as they just passed.

By this time, we had the bit between our teeth, and decided to do the thing as near properly as we could
during the weekend when the real event would have taken place. This time it was four tables, and many,
many plants, supplied (and replenished several times at short notice) by our stalwart team of talented
gardeners. The weather was kind to us for three days, and a steady stream of people, alerted by CR’s new
Whatsapp group and the village email system, visited us from about 8 o’clock in the morning until close of
play on each of the three days. Social distancing was maintained in a very orderly fashion, and we even
had a sort of click and collect system in place, which amused me greatly! We also took orders and tried to
source plants for people.
And as most of you will know by now, the total profit was £766.46p. Historically, the Plant Sale came
about to help raise the funds for the Bell Project, and when that was completed the Plant sale continued
and the proceeds were given to the Church for the maintenance of the building. This time, it was decided
to divide the money between the Church and the Honiton Food Bank, an organisation doing sterling work
during these troublesome times.
What can we do but thank you all again? Combe Raleigh came together to make a silk purse out of what
could have been a sow’s ear, and when in the future we all think back to this period, I think that as a
community, we should be very pleased with what we did that Bank Holiday weekend.
Val M

.

Lockdown in New York City
By Julia Lazarus
In October I came to NYC to attend The American Musical and
Dramatic Academy. I’d been having a wonderful time, learning
lots and exploring the Big Apple.
Jump forward to early March. We were aware of the virus and
were told it’s similar to the flu, wash your hands more, carry on as normal. Within about 4 days things had
changed very rapidly, we were told that the state was closing schools as a precaution, but it would only be
for two weeks. I didn’t come home as I thought I’d be back in class once this had passed. How wrong we all
were!
Hundreds of zoom classes and eleven weeks later…the city that never sleeps is eerily quiet. I am isolating
with family friends not that far from Grand Central Station, usually one of the busiest places in Manhattan.
Now you may see a couple of cars and the occasional person out for their exercise. A friend says Times
Square is the same. Only essential places are open. Broadway is shut, it’s only been closed once before
and that was for two days after 9/11.
Day to day, I have online classes so the bulk of my time is spent learning lines, acting over zoom and
scaring neighbours in the garden. Yes, you read that right- for stage combat I have a rather convincing
replica sword which I have to practice choreography with, leaving some rather baffled neighbours! I’m glad
to have been able to continue the course remotely, to be honest I’d go nuts without the structure and
continuing to pursue what I love.
But it’s not just work: I’ve been on zoom with family and friends. Perfecting cooking skills, I’m determined
to debunk the American myth that the British don’t know how to cook!
One of my favourite parts of the day is at 7pm when everyone claps for a minute to thank the frontline
workers. The other night someone played Sinatra’s “New York New York” out of the window and it put a
smile on my face. The New Yorkers certainly don’t lack spirit, I’ve learned so much from this city, before
and during COVID-19.
Sending hope and love from across the pond. It’d be great to hear from friends in the village, feel free to
email me or follow me on Instagram @j_lia.lazarus where I post about life in the city and being an acting
student.
Hopefully I’ll be able to see Combe Raleigh soon, for now stay safe!

Lockdown 2020
Val Moran
Lockdown means that I now have an excuse for not knowing
what day it is……and lockdown with lovely weather means that
I have every excuse for ignoring domestic chores in favour of
spending lots of time in the garden.
I will remember these strange weeks as a period when the folk
of this village showed what they are made of – which is mostly
kindness and good humour, as far as I can see, with a lot of
pragmatism and common sense thrown in.
I’m known far and wide as a Luddite, but it’s been a time when
technology has certainly made life easier and better. The
wonders of the village WhatsApp group (thank you Carol
Lazarus!) have enabled us to stay in touch with one another
and introduced us to people we didn’t know. It has enabled help to be provided by so many people to so
many other people. I’ll not forget the morning when a request was made for help in providing online contact
for a very sick lady. Within half a day not only had kit been made available, but it was installed with
broadband access provided from next door. Just wonderful…..
And technology has helped me, and many others I suspect, cope with being under house arrest, and
forcibly shielded from my grandchildren (just because I am over 70 – imagine!). It’s no substitute for a
cuddle, but reading stories on Facetime to my three-year-old grand-daughter is better than nothing. And
we have even managed to get over “ Grandma, I can’t see the picture!”, by buying duplicate copies of some
of her favourite books, so there’s one at each end. You get to the end of the page and “Turn over, Emilia!
Next page!” – it works a treat!
Being reminded by the rules to go for daily exercise has meant that this spring I have really appreciated the
hedgerows – I’ve made a point of going for a long walk a couple of times a week, and I’ve really seen how
just a few days makes an enormous difference in the plant life along our lanes. Sore feet and aching legs
have been a small price to pay!
I do miss going to the hairdresser. I’m starting to look like Robinson Crusoe ( sans beard, I hasten to add!).
More seriously, lockdown has made me very aware of just how lucky I am – I live in a comfortable cocoon
of privilege, waiting for my next supermarket delivery. I don’t have problems – just minor inconveniences.
It would all be perfectly relaxing except that I do worry about what the world will look like for the next
several years. And how can it be possible to drag the world out of the economic meltdown. And how will
people cope psychologically for much longer with living a very restricted life.
But I expect we’ll get used to it – see my comment above about pragmatism and common sense – I’m sure
we’ll just get on with it, long grey hair and all…. Val M.

The 2020 Lockdown.

John Twaddle 46

I had been watching the emergence of coronavirus with only mild interest since January. These threats
have come and gone a few times during recent memory. As a medic I know the potential havoc they can
wreak but I was doubtful with modern medicine and high levels of hygiene that it would ever come to this.
However like everyone else I was shocked when we sat down to watch the Prime Minister lock us down on
that evening in March.
Work initially went into overdrive. I struggled to keep up with the tens of daily covid updates from every
medical institution I had ever known. We brought in social distancing in the waiting room, quickly followed
by locking the surgery door which seemed very counterintuitive to all those years of communication skills
and rapport building we had been taught and are still trying to teach our juniors. Under health authority
instruction we stopped seeing patients face to face and moved to speaking to them on the ‘phone. All the
time my email pinged away continuously trying to distract me with the latest advice on how to manage
cases. Without exception patent were understanding and supportive. Very quickly video consultation
software became available. This was a step forward. At least we could start to see patient faces again and
they could show us their ailments. I now perform ward rounds at the nursing home by video link. The
nursing staff in PPE carry a phone from one patient to the next. They are grateful but tell me but it’s not the
same.
At home things are unusual too. The boys go to “key worker” school 2 days per week. Although both
schools were quick to point out this is childcare, not school. Some days Luke is the only child there but he
doesn’t seem to mind. He used to cycle to Honiton, park his bike and catch the bus. However now, as the
only fare paying passenger, the coach kindly picks him up from our house. Luke has his weekly piano
lesson virtually with the iPad precariously balanced on a pile of books next to the piano. The tricky part of
the week is home schooling on the other 3 days. The children are reluctant leaners with the parents as
mentor. I’m sure there is some genetic reason why children cannot follow parents instructions but do pick
up their bad habits! The nice bit is the family walks we have done. I know East Devon so much better and
now know where many of those “public footpath” finger posts lead to.
Back at the surgery the lockdown is easing slightly. We are starting to see more patients but they are still
hand-picked; having problems that we can’t or have failed to manage by phone or video call. The front door
is still locked but they patiently wait outside at the given time and doctors and nurses collect them wearing
full PPE. The smart shirt and trousers have been ditched for surgical scrubs. There are problems with PPE:
Its hot, hard to speak and time consuming to change between each patient. It slows us down and puts
barriers between patient and doctor.

The deaf can’t hear us and some patients don’t even recognise us. Not infrequently people check who I am
some way through a consultation. The patients themselves sometimes wear masks and gloves. They are
frightened of coming into what they perceive as an extremely high risk area. There is still very little in the
way of routine investigation which certainly lightens the admin load but doesn’t improve patient care. I
imagine it to be bit like working in the 1970s with reduced access to bloods, X-Rays and scans. Its back to
basic clinic acumen.
I don’t think I will ever forget this time. It will alter the way we live for many years and has forced huge
changes to general practice in terms of technology and consulting behaviour much of which will be
permanent.
John Twaddle

What lockdown is like for me
Lockdown is getting quite boring. Other than going to the beach and going out for a walk we are
mostly in the house and garden. It has been very sunny recently, but we can’t enjoy most of it
because we can’t go to most places. I am missing my friends at school. I am still at school on
Mondays & Tuesdays, but we get the rest of the week off which is a good balance. Our Easter
holiday in Cornwall was cancelled so instead we camped in the garden which was very cold yet
fun. Every Saturday we watch a James Bond film. Home learning is quite hard when everyone
else is on the internet. I know sooner or later this will go back to normal. This is how lockdown has
been for me.
By Adam Twaddle 10

Devon Communities Together
You do not have to feel isolated and lonely!
Join our Devon Highlights Virtual coffee meet ups every Tuesday!
Coronavirus is affecting all our lives now and many people feel alone, isolated and lonely. For
many of us, especially those in later life, loneliness and isolation can have a significant impact on
our health and wellbeing. It can also define our life. But we can help you to feel less alone!
Devon Highlights is a community project led by Devon Communities Together, funded by National
Lottery’s Community Fund and HM Government that supports people in later life (aged 55+) living
in Devon, who may be at risk of loneliness and isolation.
Every Tuesday we run weekly, hour long, virtual coffee meetings via Zoom for people living in
Devon.
The sessions are very simple, friendly and easy going, with a mixture of chat and activities like
quizzes, chair yoga, virtual museum visits and tours or a drawing practice.
Last week, for example, we had a shiatsu and mindfulness session with Sandhya who is a shiatsu
practitioner. She taught us breathing exercises and simple self-care methods to relax and to
relieve pain and anxiety and everyone really enjoyed it! After the session, people were saying
they felt very relaxed and calm, we all noticed that even our faces changed and we looked
happier. It was a great outcome! You can view last weeks session here.
Through our virtual coffee meetings, we provide an opportunity for people to meet online, make
new friends, try out new activities and build informal support networks.
It is very easy to join us, if you feel this is something you would like to try to get involved with, just
follow the invitation with details of the meetings below or if you feel you need support to get you
on Zoom on your home device please contact us and we will guide you through.
Once we are in touch, every week we will let you know the activities that we will be looking at for
the following week and forward to you the online link or resources, so that everyone is able to
participate with a common theme and have a chat and coffee time together.
Every week on Tuesday 3:30pm-4:30pm, until July 7, 2020 (12 occurrences)
Join us on: www.zoom.com
Meeting ID: 86449535593
If you wish to join us via phone just call this number:
+44 203 481 5237 United Kingdom
And quote this reference when prompted using the keypad: Meeting ID: 864-4953-5593
Please find more information about the project, here or call us on 01392 248919.
We hope you, or someone you know, can join us every Tuesday to connect with others –
Harry & Aggie
info@devoncommunities.org.u

Devon countryside charity’s 2020
competitions provide a creative outlet
for stay-at-home schoolchildren
The Devon branch of the Campaign to Protect Rural
England hopes its 2020 art and writing competitions,
open for entries from 18 May, will provide a creative
outlet for primary schoolchildren across the county,
many of whom are spending more time than usual
indoors this spring because of the Coronavirus
pandemic.
CPRE Devon's two children's competitions are a fun way to encourage youngsters to engage with the great
outdoors, even if they themselves are stuck indoors! Children in Key Stages 1 and 2 are urged to use their
imagination to create a piece of artwork or a short piece of writing evoking Devon's coast or countryside, or
a favourite spot that’s important to them. It could be a local park, a green space nearby, somewhere they
have visited for a day out or even their own garden. The closing date for entries is 30 June 2020.
Last year the charity received fantastic entries from right across the county from girls and boys in KS1 and
KS2, who had captured their favourite outdoor space on paper. Pencils, pens, paints and sticking paste
were all put to use to create artworks which showed the beauty and variety of Devon’s natural environment.
The competitions are simple to enter. A top prize will be awarded to individual children in each key stage,
as well as to their school. All entrants will receive a CPRE Devon ‘Barney the Bull’ gift. The top entrants
from each school will win a Devon Countryside Ambassador Badge and a framed certificate. Winning
schools will receive a plaque and £200 to spend on outdoor learning as well as CPRE membership for a
year.
A leaflet with full details of both competitions is available for teachers. CPRE Devon has also produced a
fun postcard for the writing competition with space for children to say why they think it’s important to protect
Devon’s countryside. It couldn't be simpler!
If your child would like to enter, contact 01392 966737 or info@cpredevon.org.uk or check out the website
cpredevon.org.uk
Please note, this year the charity will be accepting entries by email to avoid people having to make
unnecessary trips to a post office to send their artwork or writing.

Two of last year’s winning entries in KS1 and KS2.

In common I suspect with many other members of the Village of Combe Raleigh , I have been sorting out
old papers and photographs. I have come across an interesting exchange between two Parishioners
regarding churchyard grass . These are sadly anonymous and written on a very ancient tablet and in
almost Biblical format. Maybe your readers could shed some light on the scribes involved.
Yours sincerely
Maj. Gen Sir Black Corvid
19 Covid Close
Coronaraleigh

Maintenance of the Sacred Pastures of St Nicholas Church
A letter from the Book of St Mountfield The Mower to the Chief Priests
chapt. I vrs. I to V
And in the year 2020 it came to pass that the virus of Covid 19 did greatly affect the land of Great Britain
and more especially the Parish of Raleigh in Combe and its residents, who were greatly restricted and
confined. None more so than the Good Samaritan who cutteth the churchyard grass, and who feeleth that
any unnecessary travel towards Raleigh in Combe from Honiton would be offending the law of the land as
lain down by The Great Emperor and Procreator General, Boris of Whitehall . This has causeth great
wailing and gnashing of teeth in the Highest of the High echelons of the Church of St Nicholas. Therfore the
Venerable Bodies have calleth upon the very most wise and Ancient of the Elders of the Parish to solveth
the problem.
As it is written, cometh the hour cometh the man, or in this case men; aforesaid Ancient Elder and
younger friend decendeth unto the churchyard with a marked lack of enthusiasm, each saying to the other ,
verily, I have enough to do without this. The Younger Elder , rotating around the sacred herbage whilst
seated upon his reaper which is not grim but rather smart , cometh unexpectedly upon a granite set
marking a grave which proceedeth to commence battle with aforesaid smart mowing machine and won.
Whereupon the Younger Elder did emit certain profanities none of which were blasphemous , but more in
the Anglo Saxon vernacular made worse by the jocularity of the Elder Elder. This untoward experience set
said Younger Elder unto thinking , a process not normally associated with one so ancient.
His thoughts turned to sheep and the usefulness of the lamb with its appetite for grass and the verdant
greenery around , not to mention the production of shank , chops and shoulder. Yeah, he thought, this
place is ideal for Biblical lambs and also for modern ones, namely Devon Closewools , Border Leicester,
possibly even Suffolks, that is to say large lazy ones and not lively confinement breakers such as those
with black noses and a Scottish accent. Verily I say unto anyone who will listen , we can killeth many birds
with a single stone here. To name but few: we can reduceth the footprint which is carbon , lower the tithe
payable to those who will reduce the herbage into hay, which then rotteth down in an unsightly manner and
is trailed into church on the feet of the faithful. A Lamb would provideth a small but tender amount of
sustenance for the Church hierarchy and possibly the lowerarchy if leftovers are available.
Ah! I hear you say , there will inevitably be a side which is down and truly you are correct , graveyard
flowers, primroses, daffodils and snowdrops in all their glory above that even of Solomon might be eaten.
Sheep will go astray. Sheep will deposit natural excretions on the straight and narrow path which is brand
new and virtually untrodden. But I say to you who doubt; all this can be overcome with wisdom and timing
and a small bit of fencing, then we can return to the wisdom and practices of our forefathers who apparently
knew better all along.
Please take this letter in the spirit in which it is intended , dwell upon it , dismisseth not its contents out of
hand. Doubtless the Priests and Councillors of the High Temple will wish to inserteth their four shekels
worth, not to mention the Faithful and the Unfaithful, whose oar is ever willing and ready to be inserted.
Sincerely .
A Young Village Elder

Esteemed villager, if I mayst make so bold as to call thee such, thou dost present multitudinous beneficial
implications within thy persuasive text but much consideration needeth to be given to all matters pertaining
thereto.
Sheep, as thou knowest, are the most-mentioned livestock in the Bible and, remembering how frequently
reference is made to human similarity with these simple-minded ruminants, the subject requireth careful
consideration and analysis.
The perfection of the pastoral scene would, sine dubio, be greatly enhanced by the vision of a small flock
peacefully and tranquilly grazing. Of irrefutable benefit would be the guaranteed increase in lusciousness of
the wide expanses of churchyard verdancy, due in great measure to the discharges spread by the
aforementioned animals. Advantageous indeed would be close-cropped grass without the use of
machinery which polluteth the atmosphere.
But, if one balanceth this with one’s concerns, they are many. Great sorrow, lamentation and gnashing of
teeth would inevitably be experienced by relatives of deceased persons on finding floral tributes and
mementoes chewed, trampled upon and destroyed. Yet another rota, for the clearance of defecated
material from the church path before services, would surely attract more critics than signatories. During
inclement weather such sheep as possess any grain of common-sense would undoubtedly gravitate to the
luxurious shelter of the church’s south porch unaware that the purpose of this area is not to double as a
closet. A copious amount of fencing would be required to keep them restricted, both for their own safety
and that of reckless motorists whose understanding of the village 30mph signs is that this is the decreed
minimum speed requirement.
Finally cometh the thorned question of permissions and costly faculties. The Consistory Court of the
Diocese of Exeter exacteth a high levy for consideration of matters of this nature and the provisos imposed
by the respected Diocesan Advisory Committee could add further complications and anguish.
Despite all this I feel obliged to tender thy suggestions at the next meeting of the Parochial Church Council
that they may fully ponder, confer and take counsel together in respect of the matters thou hast raised.
As a footnote may I make so bold as to tender the following: pre-eminent amongst advantages, if indeed
sheep were to own the grazing rights of the churchyard, would unquestionably be the relief of hard toil for
the Village Elders of Combe Raleigh, those of advancing years to whom, temporarily, hath fallen the lot of
churchyard maintenance. Whilst great sympathy expresseth itself for the duties now incumbent upon thee
and thine elder Elder, reference to the Book of Genesis giveth cause for optimism and rejoicing. Adam
breathed his last at the age of 930, Noah shuffled off this mortal coil when he was 950 and Methuselah was
called to his eternal rest at the advanced age of 969.
A simple arithmetical calculation therefore giveth hope, if not confident expectation, that both thee and the
elder Elder could even outlive the ancient taxus baccata in the churchyard.

A VERY HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO NICKY

Some new CORONAVIRUS sayings :
‘Coronacoaster’
The ups and downs of your mood during the pandemic. You’re loving lockdown one minute but suddenly
weepy with anxiety the next. It truly is “an emotional coronacoaster”.
*Coronadose*
An overdose of bad news from consuming too much media during a time of crisis. Can result in a
panicdemic
‘Quarantinis’
Experimental cocktails mixed from whatever random ingredients you have left in the house. The boozy
equivalent of a store cupboard supper. Southern Comfort and Ribena quarantini with a glacé cherry
garnish, anyone? These are sipped at “locktail hour”, i.e. wine o’clock during lockdown, which seems to be
creeping earlier with each passing week.
*Furlough Merlot*
Wine consumed in an attempt to relieve the frustration of not working. Also known as “bored-eaux” or
“cabernet tedium”.
‘Blue Skype thinking’
A work brainstorming session which takes place over a videoconferencing app. Such meetings might also
be termed a “Zoomposium”. Naturally, they are to be avoided if at all possible.
*The elephant in the Zoom*
The glaring issue during a videoconferencing call that nobody feels able to mention. E.g. one participant
has dramatically put on weight, suddenly sprouted terrible facial hair or has a worryingly messy house
visible in the background.
‘Le Creuset wrist’
It’s the new “avocado hand” - an aching arm after taking one’s best saucepan outside to bang during the
weekly ‘Clap For Carers.’ It might be heavy but you’re keen to impress the neighbours with your highquality kitchenware.
*Coronials*
As opposed to millennials, this refers to the future generation of babies conceived or born during
coronavirus quarantine. They might also become known as “Generation C” or, more spookily, “Children of
the Quarn”.

David Jackson

Community Hub update
Since it was set up on 30 March our Coronavirus Community Hub Hotline has received on average 50 calls
per day since opening. It is supporting people with finding help for food deliveries and picking up
prescriptions.
Individuals or organisations can now request or offer community support by filling out one of our online
forms. You can search by postcode on the East Devon District Council Coronavirus Community Support
Hub to find your local group or organisation providing support at this time.
Call the Community Hub hotline now on 01395 571500 if you, or a group you know, needs help or you
would like to volunteer. The line is open normally Monday to Friday (not Bank Holiday Monday) 9am to
5pm.

…. And on top of everything else, a lot of people are also having to worry about money.
There were a lot of new sources of financial support put in place as the lockdown restrictions were
imposed across the country including help for people in employment, the self-employed and those
relying on benefits. There were also new flexibilities introduced to reduce the risk of losing your
home if you are paying rent or a mortgage. While welcome, these new arrangements are both
complicated and still leave some people without support. For those facing financial problems the
two most important steps are: *
get information about the financial support that is available
*
get advice if you need help to claim that financial support.
You can get information about the support available either from the government website:
https://www.gov.uk/coronavirus
(then click on “Employment, financial support and money”)
or from the Citizen’s Advice (England) website:
https://www.citizensadvice.org.uk/
Both sites provide information about the sources of financial support available and how to claim
the help you need.
If the information doesn’t seem to apply to your personal circumstances, or if you are experiencing
problems getting the help you need, you should take advice. The Citizens Advice service is not
seeing people face to face in most areas at the moment, but you can still call its advice line to
speak to someone about your problem: 03444 111 444. (Calls are charged at the local rate.
Lines are open 9 to 5 Monday to Friday, excluding public holidays). There is also a Citizen’s
Advice Textphone: 18001 03444 111 445.
Martin Baillie

